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LONG-REACH DRY WALL SANDER LPC97S

€878,01 (excl. VAT)

This long sander from Virutex is ideal for painters and plasterers. Thanks to its low weight, you can work
quickly, efficiently and without fatigue. Because of the position of the motor halfway between the sanding

head and the extra handle, this machine also remains very manoeuvrable. Equipped with electronic
speed control. Quick connection for the extraction system by means of a bayonet connection. It is

possible to disassemble part of the sanding disc in order to sand hard-to-reach areas.

Standard delivery includes: 4m extraction hose, Velcro to keep the power supply along the hose, auxiliary
handle, sanding disc grain 80 and carrying bag. Additional sanding discs with different grit sizes are

always available.

SKU: VIR-LPC97S
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

This long sander from Virutex is ideal for painters and plasterers. Thanks to its low weight, you can work
quickly, efficiently and without fatigue. The ergonomic design and good balance facilitate sanding walls and

ceilings from different angles. Because of the position of the motor halfway between the sanding head and the
extra handle, this machine also remains very manoeuvrable. Equipped with electronic speed control, allowing
optimum adaptation to the surface to be machined and to the grain of the abrasive used. The switch is located
at the back of the machine for improved protection against dust. Quick connection for the extraction system by
means of a bayonet connection. It is possible to disassemble part of the sanding disc in order to sand hard-to-

reach areas.
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Standard delivery includes: 4m extraction hose, Velcro to keep the power supply along the hose, auxiliary
handle, sanding disc grain 80 and carrying bag. Additional sanding discs with different grit sizes are always

available.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Long-reach dry wall sander
For dry wall

Robust yet convenient to use
Excellent dust extraction
Including auxiliary handle
Electronic speed control

DESCRIPTION

This long sander from Virutex is ideal for painters and plasterers. Thanks to its low weight, you can work
quickly, efficiently and without fatigue. The ergonomic design and good balance facilitate sanding walls and

ceilings from different angles. Because of the position of the motor halfway between the sanding head and the
extra handle, this machine also remains very manoeuvrable. Equipped with electronic speed control, allowing
optimum adaptation to the surface to be machined and to the grain of the abrasive used. The switch is located
at the back of the machine for improved protection against dust. Quick connection for the extraction system by
means of a bayonet connection. It is possible to disassemble part of the sanding disc in order to sand hard-to-
reach areas. Standard delivery includes: 4m extraction hose, Velcro to keep the power supply along the hose,
auxiliary handle, sanding disc grain 80 and carrying bag. Additional sanding discs with different grit sizes are

always available.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 3,6 kg
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Dimensions 152 cm

Input Power 550W

Sanding diameter 225mm

No-load speed 650-1600rpm


